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Protection

The perks of protection
What support do insurers
offer after the event?

As well as peace of mind, many insurance providers
offer additional benefits that you may not know about.

Illness and bereavement help.
Many providers give free access
to services offering practical and
emotional support for those left
behind after the death of the
policyholder.

Whether we’re crossing the road or getting on a plane, we encounter risks
every day. For many of us, life has felt more uncertain than ever over the past
year as we continue to deal with the coronavirus pandemic. Although we can’t
always control what’s happening in our lives, we can plan for the unexpected.

issue, providers will continue to
cover counselling sessions for a set
period of time.

—L
 ife cover – pays out a lump sum if you die
— Health insurance – pays medical costs at a private hospital or private ward
—C
 ritical illness – pays a tax-free lump sum if you’re diagnosed with a
major illness
— Home contents and buildings – covers your home’s structure (including
fixtures and fittings) and contents (furniture)
— Income – pays out if you can’t work due to illness or injury
As well as peace of mind, protection policies often come with added extras.
We’ve highlighted examples of some of the perks you could receive when
you take out a policy, even if you don’t make a claim.

Welcome gifts
When you sign up for a protection policy, some providers offer a welcome gift.
For example, health insurers sometimes offer gadgets like an Apple Watch to
help you track your activity – with some even offering a discount based on the
amount of exercise you do each month.

Discounts
Many health insurers offer discounts on gym memberships and weight-loss
programmes to help you embrace a healthier lifestyle. Some also offer you the
option of taking a health check to reduce the amount you pay each month.
It’s worth noting that when you take out a protection policy, your provider is
likely to offer you discounts on other products such as pet or travel insurance.

Additional healthcare options
Some health insurers now cover complementary therapies such as osteopathy
and acupuncture, giving you more treatment choices. In addition, counselling
services are now included in most health insurance policies and many also
give you the option to upgrade your hospital room if you need treatment.

Will writing
Some providers of life insurance give new policyholders the opportunity to
draw up a will free of charge.

Cover for children
Many critical illness plans include free cover for dependent children.
Whatever type of protection you’re looking for, get in touch and we can help
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Rehabilitation.
Insurers usually offer back-to-work
support services, including
physiotherapy, careers guidance or
advice if you choose to go selfemployed. If you’re returning to
work following a mental health

By taking out a protection policy, you can safeguard your family’s finances if
your situation changes. The main types of protection include:

Investment

Be wary of the
crypto-craze
You might be thinking about whether to
invest in crypto currencies. We explain
why it may not be the right choice, and
how to better approach your portfolio.

Bitcoin in brief
Bitcoin is a type of digital, decentralised currency, allowing
the transfer of goods and services without the need for a
trusted third party. The network is based on people around
the world called ‘miners’ using computers to solve complex
mathematical problems in order to verify a transaction and
add it to the ‘blockchain’ – a massive and transparent ledger
of each and every bitcoin transaction maintained by the
miners. The first to verify is rewarded with bitcoin. There
is a finite amount of bitcoin that can be produced and,
as more are created, the mathematical computations
required to create more become increasingly difficult.

Cryptocurrencies can be volatile
Bitcoin’s high volatility (risk) makes it a poor substitute
for money in a broad sense. The unsteady air around
cryptocurrencies in May showed the speculative nature of this
asset class. Bitcoin and cryptocurrencies in general have more
in common with commodities and currencies – they are much
harder to value than cashflow-producing equities and bonds.

Reasons to be crypto cautious
•C
 ryptocurrencies are a volatile choice and susceptible
to stock market bubbles, which can affect investments
negatively during a downturn.
•T
 hey’re not a tangible form of investment, and are
not regulated, which can be a red flag when it
comes to your investments.
•V
 olatility means investors are likely to act on
doubts and sell if they fear a fall in return.

Where to invest?
A sensible approach is to invest in high-quality companies
that are well-established businesses. These are usually
businesses with strong management teams, serviceable
levels of debt and predictable cash flows. To avoid being
hit by market volatility make sure your portfolio is invested in
a wide range of assets, and less vulnerable to market shocks.
Staying invested when there is a downturn can help you
get through any turbulent times and put you in a good
position to benefit from any ensuing recovery.
Our financial advisers can help advise you on
your investment choices.
The value of investments and any income from them
can fall as well as rise and you may not get back
the original amount invested.
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This year has been eventful for bitcoin, with the cryptocurrency
reaching a record high and then almost halving in value all in
the space of six weeks. The walk-back in May from Tesla’s Elon
Musk in his support of bitcoin underlined concerns around
the idea of cryptocurrencies as a stable investment. Musk –
previously an outspoken supporter – announced his company
would not be accepting bitcoin as payment for its vehicles.
What followed was a series of plunges in its value – not
helped by the additional news of Chinese regulators
signalling a crackdown on the use of digital currencies.

Investment

Working out how long your pension pot will
need to last – as life expectancy rises – is
worth thinking about sooner than later.

Life expectancy is going up. The Office for National
Statistics offers an online calculator which gives
an estimate of life expectancy – and with it an
idea of how many years people will need their
pensions to sustain them.

What’s your number?
The ‘Class of 2021’ report from Standard Life
Aberdeen lays out how much value an average
pension pot needs – around £366,000 if you multiply
the average annual amount retirees surveyed said
they would spend (£20,000) by 20 years of postretirement time. A third said they had less than
£100,000 saved.

Retirees need more than they think
The survey reported that two thirds of retirees were
at risk of running out of money post retirement. Along
with people living longer (on average, people aged 55
today will live to their mid-to-late 80s) there is the
issue of rising inflation which raises the cost of living
as years go by. Volatility in the investment markets
also adds to the concern for people approaching
retirement when it comes to pensions.

How to plan for the years ahead
Those surveyed did have plans to tackle this issue,
however. Half of the those surveyed aimed to reduce
the amount of money they spent on a day-today basis
in order to save for retirement. Other considerations
include downsizing their home and seeking part-time
work after retirement in order to generate an income.
There is concern among almost half of those
surveyed about being financially ready to finish
working in the coming year. Yet many are aware
of the need to be prepared when it came to
their finances post-retirement, making any
necessary adjustments – ideally with help
from a financial adviser.
Keeping track of workplace pension plans and
thinking about consolidating them into one pot
might be a good place to start planning towards
the goal of making your retirement as financially
worry-free as possible.
Our financial advisers can help you review
your pensions and advise on how to make
the most of your pension.
The value of investments and any income from
them can fall as well as rise and you may not
get back the original amount invested.
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Can your
pension
sustain your
retirement?

The lockdown caused many people to reassess their
lifestyles, which for some meant choosing early
retirement. But what retirees have found is that
pension pots are not matching the period of time
needed to enjoy a comfortable life.

